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Abstract: Social insects are self-organized living organism without a commanding system with a single leader. A

model which realizes self-organization of social insects can be constructed using a reaction threshold model based on
the concept of Stigmergy. This paper proposes such a model of new autonomous distributed system using a behavioral
model of social insects. This model is able to allocate autonomous computation resources and retain fault tolerance
without the control of a commanding manager. Our evaluation results show that the proposed model works as an autonomous distributed system and demonstrates its eﬀectiveness for fault tolerance. A problem with respect to unequal
resource distribution was found in the experimental model, so we proposed an improved method.

1.

Introduction

1.1 The ecology of social insects and its applications
Social insects such as ants and bees construct colonies composed of a very large number of individuals. These colonies
are not dominated by a commanding manager to distribute labor
for the necessary colony-management tasks among the members.
However, considering the overall organization of the colony, necessary labor tasks are divided among the colony members adaptively.
Ishii et al. have find the existence of an adaptive control system of labor, in which some individual workers take rest depending on the situation, in a colony of Myrmica kotokui [1]. This
control system is modeled mathematically by Bonabeau et al. as
“Response Threshold Model” [2]. The intensity of a stimulus to
which an ant starts to react is called “Response Threshold”, which
varies greatly among individuals. Because of this property, adaptive task distribution can be realized among individuals.
Self-Organization of social insects is realized by information
transmission via environment, which is called Stigmergy,. M.
Dorigo et al. proposes an optimization method as “Ant Colony
System” for traveling salesman problem[3]. When ants use multiple routes to collect foods, the pheromone on a shorter route has
a higher density than the pheromone on a longer route, which results in more ants selecting the shorter route. This algorithm is
widely applied in information systems as “Ant Colony Optimiza1
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tion” [4].
1.2 Applications in distributed system
As computer systems are becoming more and more complex,
setting and managing network configuration has become a major problem. Therefore, the concept of “Autonomic Computing”,
according to which a computer-system configuration optimizes
itself like a human body, has been proposed [5]. In this approach,
we focus on the commonality between the task-allocation mechanism of social insects and the resource-allocation problem in a
distributed system to develop autonomic-computing distributed
systems based on social-insect colonies.
Coordinating robots is one successful example that applies social insect ecology in the field of autonomous distributed system.
In the TERMES project, multiple robots, which have only their
own sensor information, collaborate to build a common construction [6].
1.3 Goals
We aim to tackle the problem of dynamically allocating tasks to
multiple computing resources by designing an architecture based
on Stigmergy and the Response Threshold model. In particular,
we would like our architecture to meet the following three goals:
• Distributed computing without a central node
• Dynamic allocation of computing resources according to
task status
• Robustness against failures in computing nodes
In this paper, we describe such an architecture for a distributed
system and evaluate it.
In the following section, we describe in detail the biological
models used in this paper. In section 3, we model an autonomous
distributed system using these biological models. In section 4,
we discuss related works and the distinguishing characteristics of
our research. Verification of the eﬀects of the proposed model is
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information transfer mechanism to build an infrastructure for selforganization. A subsystem for information storage, Stigmergy, is
allocated, which is equivalent to ”environment”. In the rest of
this paper, “Stigmergy” refers to this subsystem in the proposed
model.

3.

Fig. 1

Graph of Pi j (t) using Equation(2) (T̄ = 100)(upper:θi = 0.5,
center:θi = 1, lower:θi = 2.0)

presented in Section 5. Finally, we present our conclusions and
evaluation of the proposed model in Section 5.

2.

Applying biological models

2.1 Response Threshold model
Since the number of tasks and the amount of labor required for
each task at a certain moment are diﬃcult to predict, it is necessary to allocate an appropriate number of workers to each task existing at the time. Bonabeau et al. found decentralized command
system of ants. Each ant responds to a task when the intensity of
the stimulus brought by the task exceeds the threshold value for
that ant[9].
In this paper, according to Bonabeau’s model, we define the
probability function Pi j (t), which represents the probability of the
case where the worker i reacts to the task j at the time t as follows:
Pi j (t) =

(θi · S (Mi , t))2
(θi · S (Mi , t))2 + T̄ 2

(1)

Here θi represents the Reaction Threshold unique to the worker
i. It expresses the ease of reaction to the task. The default value
of θi is set to 1. A smaller value of θi means that it is harder for
the worker to start the task, and a larger value of θi means that it is
easier to start the work. S (M j , t) is the urgency of request to process of task j at time t. The larger the value, the higher is the need
for processing. M j is additional information unique to the task j.
It is necessary for the worker to calculate the function S (M j , t).
T̄ is a constant to adjust the changing speed of Pi j throughout the
system; it represents the time until the reaction probability of a
worker with θi = 1 becomes 0.5.
Function S (M j , t) can be defined by arbitrary expressions according to the change in the request patterns. For example, if the
requests increase linearly with time, we can define the function
S (M j , t) as follows, with the additional information M j being the
time T j when the task is given:
S (T j , t) = A · (t − T j )

(2)

A is a constant introduced to adjust the rate of change in the requests.
2.2 Concept of Stigmergy
Direct communication like P2P among individuals becomes ineﬃcient when the colony becomes large; it also becomes diﬃcult
to realize self-organization of the colony. Therefore, social insects use an environment-based information transmission mechanism called “Stigmergy” as the basis for worker-allocation systems [10]. In the model proposed in this paper, we introduce this
ⓒ 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan

Developing a model of the new autonomous
distributed system

In this section, we propose a new autonomous distributed system using the Response Threshold model based on the concept of
Stigmergy. Components of this system and its flow of operation
are shown in Fig.2.
The unit of request given to the system by a user is called a
Job, which is divided into Tasks representing small problems to
which a unique ID j and additional information M j are added.
3.1 Components of the model
The system in the proposed model consists of three components: Worker, Stigmergy, and Mediator. The components can
be implemented in a single computer system, or can be spread
across multiple computers.
3.1.1 Worker
Multiple Workers can be implemented to process tasks in a system. Each Worker has a parameter θi representing its Reaction
Threshold, as well as a random number generator. The value of θi
is set in a Worker using uniform random numbers or normal random numbers. However, range of values, average, variance etc.
are unified across all the Workers.
3.1.2 Stigmergy
Stigmergy is implemented uniquely in each system, and it represents the environment for sharing information. Stigmergy holds
‘waiting-task information’ and ‘processed-task information.’ The
processed-task information is composed of a unique task ID j,
and the result of the task. The Stigmergy subsystem supports the
following operations:
• Obtaining a list of waiting tasks
• Obtaining a list of processed tasks
• Obtaining and recording the task information and the task
results
3.1.3 Mediator
There can be multiple Mediators in a system. A Mediator is
an interface between the system and its user. A user can operate
the Mediator as necessary to post a Job and browse its processing
results. In addition, the Mediators handles partitioning a Job into
tasks and collecting the processed results from the tasks.
3.2 Flow of Job processing
Step 1. Input Jobs and divide into tasks
After Mediator divides a Job given by the user into tasks, a
task-specific identifier j and additional information M j are added
to each spawned task. Spawned tasks are transferred to Stigmergy.
Step 2. Task distribution via Stigmergy
The Worker regularly inquires Stigmergy for the list of waiting
2
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Fig. 2 Flow of Job processing
Table 1 Computers used for the experiment

Machine
CPU

A
Raspberry Pi 2
Model B
ARM Cortex-A7
4cores@900MHz

B
Raspberry Pi 3
Model B
ARM Cortex-A53
4cores@1.2GHz

tasks. At this time, the Worker calculates the response probability
Pi j (t) for all tasks. If the uniform random number value r, which
varies from 0 to 1, is r < Pi j (t), the Worker acquires the task j
from Stigmergy for processing.
Step 3. Task processing by Worker
The Worker, on receiving a task from Stigmergy, begins to process the task. When the task is completed, the Worker transfers
the result to Stigmergy. When Stigmergy saves the results of the
processed task, it deletes the task from the list of waiting tasks
and adds it to the list of processed tasks.
Step 4. Collecting processed results
The Mediator periodically queries Stigmergy for the processed
task list. The Mediator requests the results from task processing
as necessary, and collects them. When all the results are collected, they are outputted.
Therefore, our model is easy to analyze because it is equivalent
to an M/M/K typed queue, so it is advantageous to apply it to a
practical system.

4.

Verification of the model

This section explains validation of the proposed model for verification with experiments especially on each of the three new
advantages: auto scaling, adaptive task allocation, and setting priority for each task/job using Equation (2).
4.1 Environment of implementation and experiment
There are two types of computers, called A and B, used in the
experiment, as shown in Table 1. We utilize computer A as Stigmergy and Mediator, and 10 nodes of computer B as Workers.
These are connected using a router and a switching hub.

collaborate via Stigmergy in the experimental system. It is assumed that four Workers can operate as diﬀerent processes in
each computer.
4.2.2 Job and Task Settings
Brute force attacks against RC4 cryptography is adopted as an
example to evaluate our system. In the implementation, a Job is
given with the following contents:
• Length of a key (Byte) - Nk
• Number of divisions - Nd
• Plain text
• Cipher text
Since the search range of the key is divided into Nd pieces and
allocated to each Task, the number of keys to be searched for one
task is Nr = Nk /Nd . A serial number is given to each Job as its ID.
The time T j at the time when the task j is divided is given to the
task j as the additional information M j . The Mediator generates
a task ID combining the ID of the source Job and a serial number.
A task is composed of the following contents:
• Length of a key (Byte)
• Length of the search range - Nr
• Plain text
• Cipher text
The function S , which expresses the degree of request of Task
j, is set to S (A j , T j , t) = A j · (t − T j ). A j is the priority of task j
and T j is the time at which Task j is generated.
4.2.3 Worker Settings
The value of Response Threshold θi is determined in a worker
when the Worker process is activated. A normal random number
takes a value in the range of 0 to 2 according to a normal distribution with µ = 1.0, σ2 = 0.4. The same uniform random number
generators also used to decide whether the task processing should
be started or not.
4.3 Experiment 1: Verify Auto Scaling
4.3.1 Experimental method
We prepared a bare system that does not apply Reaction
Threshold model, namely System-E1A, and a system applied
with the model as System-E1B. System-E1A includes 30 Workers while System-E1B includes 50 Workers. The parameters of
System-E1B are set to be 10 Workers who do not operate on average when a single Job divided into 30 tasks is launched.
First, we observe the number of operating Workers and processing time when a single Job divided into 50 tasks is launched
into both systems.
4.3.2 Evaluation results for Ex.1
The processing was completed in about 20 seconds when a Job
divided into 50 tasks was launched into System-E1A, and in about
26 seconds when it was launched in System-E1B.
The upper graph of Fig.3 shows the number of Workers processing a Task for every 0.1sec. Although few Workers start to
process a Task soon after the Job is launched, 30 Workers are
busy after about 10 seconds. Thus, the application of the Reaction Threshold model exhibits eﬀects of Auto Scaling.

4.2 Experiment model
4.2.1 System structure
A single Mediator and multiple Workers are implemented to
ⓒ 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan
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Fig. 3

Number of Workers which is processing task for each 0.1sec of experiment 1

them on Stigmergy, a general-purpose distributed processing infrastructure can be realized without changing the workers. It is
very easy to build and expand the system as there is no central
computer that supervises the Workers, and each Worker can freely
set its own parameters without negotiating with others. In addition, as the percentage of workers who are not active can be controlled by the parameter T̄ , it is also possible to adjust redundant
systems and so forth in systems with large task-volume fluctuations. Finally, as it is also possible to assign priority to Jobs
and tasks, the proposed architecture is highly useful as a base for
general purpose distributed processing.
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Conclusions

This paper proposed a new model of autonomous decentralized system inspired by the ecology of social insects using the
Response Threshold model based on the concept of Stigmergy.
The model was implemented and experiments were conducted to
verify its eﬀectiveness.
These features can be utilized as middleware for P2P distributed processing. By packaging data and programs and putting
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